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Picture a frozen ocean stretching in all directions, full of 
wind-carved waves of snow ranging from a few centimetres 
in height to the size of surfacing whales. Imagine carving 

ski turns across this cold turbulence while pulling a 90-kg sled 
and being towed by a kite through blizzards and 50-below tem-
peratures. Now pretend this is your job. Welcome to a day in the 
life of Devon McDiarmid, polar adventurer and guide.

If you met this warm, unassuming Yukoner on the street in 
Whitehorse, you’d never know—because he wouldn’t tell you 
unless asked—that he has skied to the South Pole five times, to 
the North Pole a handful of times, and across the Greenland ice 
cap in a 3,120-km journey that set a Guinness World Record for 
the longest unsupported Arctic snow-kiting expedition. 

When he isn’t launching his own adventures or guiding others 
on theirs, McDiarmid manages safety and logistics in field camps 
in the far north or far south, a line of employment he jokingly 
describes as “making shit work in remote places.” In theory, he 
has a home in Atlin, B.C., but this is mostly a basecamp for sort-
ing gear in between expeditions and contracts.

“People always say they wish they could live the way I live, 
and my answer is … really?” he says. “It’s harder than it looks: 
you have to put aside a lot of comfort and security, make a lot of 
sacrifices, and stay skinny for a long time to get where you need 
to be. It’s not just a hobby, and it’s more than a passion. It’s a way 
of life.”

McDiarmid grew up equidistant from the ocean and moun-
tains on Vancouver Island, and though he appreciated the sea, he 
always found himself drawn inland. “My buddies and I—at 12, 13 
years old—would bike into the woods with a tent and some Mr. 
Noodles packages and stay out as long as we could. But I had no 
idea, as a kid, that you could basically play outside for a living.”

A summer job at 16 as a geological field assistant opened his 
eyes to wilder career possibilities. One position led to another, 
and in his early twenties McDiarmid was offered the chance to 
work at a remote camp in Antarctica. With his easygoing charm, 
dogged work ethic, and knack for fixing whatever breaks with 
whatever is on hand, he thrived on the coldest continent and 
worked his way from being a camp assistant to a camp manager 
and ski-expedition guide.

Even after a decade of polar journeys, McDiarmid remembers 
watching a pair of skiers leave the base camp in a blizzard during 
his first summer on the ice. They were heading for the South 
Pole with plans to kite-ski back. “At the time I was like, that is 
crazy! That is ridiculous! Am I ever going to see them again? The 
image of those two skiing away in a whiteout was burned into my 
mind,” he recalls, “and last year I did the same trip.”

Over his years as a polar ski-expedition guide, McDiarmid 
shifted his understanding of what it means to be isolated. He 

points out that Antarctica has advanced rescue infrastructure and 
is poised to deal with emergencies. However, when kite-skiing 
across northern Greenland, you might as well be on the moon. “It 
was the most remote feeling I’ve ever had,” he says of the final leg 
of his Guinness World Record traverse, completed in 2009 with 
friends Adrian Hayes and Derek Crowe. After reaching Green-
land’s northernmost point, McDiarmid, Hayes, and Crowe had 
to head southwest before they could be picked up. “There’s no 
safety net there. No flights, no helicopters with enough range to 
reach you.”

Skiing uphill through a maze of crevasses in unfavourable 
winds made the return journey more challenging than travelling 
south to north. At one point, the team tacked back and forth for 
ten hours, covering 150 km to gain only 25 km of forward prog-
ress. At that rate, they’d take a month to cover the remaining 800 
km, but they only had two more weeks of food and fuel.

“There were some tense moments in the tent when we ques-
tioned how we were going to get out of there,” he admits. By 
rationing supplies and suffering through what felt like endless, 
knee-jerking days of moving sideways more than forward, they 
completed the planned 65-day journey in an impressive 67 days, 
and now a Guinness certificate hangs on the wall of McDiarmid’s 
Atlin home. In the process, Greenland taught him a valuable 
lesson about ski expeditions: “Just like climbing a mountain, 
you’re not even halfway done when you’re halfway done. The 
hardest part is coming down.”

This proved just as true on his recent Antarctic expedition. 
“Oh, it was hellish. We just had to go to work everyday,” McDi-
armid says. He still suffers from a sternum injury incurred from 
bashing against rock-hard, wind-eroded snow. “We had ten days 
to cover 1,200 kilometres of horrendous ground in light winds. 
Our last day was 18 hours, and I didn’t drink even a litre of water 
because there wasn’t time. We had to go for it.”

He and his expedition partner caught their plane just in time, 
but any jubilation over finishing the journey was deflated by a 
string of sad news. The pilot informed them that Henry Worsley, 
a British polar explorer, died from organ failure after attempting 
to ski across Antarctica unaided and David Wood, a pilot McDi-
armid knew well, died after stepping out of his helicopter and 
falling into a crevasse on Antarctica’s West Ice Shelf. Then back 
at base camp, McDiarmid called home and learned one of his 
beloved nieces had been diagnosed with bone cancer, which she’s 
still battling today.

“You can be skiing across Antarctica when your body fails you, 
or you can be a happy, healthy kid safe at home when your body 
fails you,” McDiarmid says, his voice breaking with emotion. 
“There are risks in everything and no guarantees except that life’s 
happening right now, so you might as well live it.” Y

Devon McDiarmid: Taking Risks in Remote Polar Regions
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Some people love wilderness. Others, like Jill  
Pangman, live for it. The soulful, 60-something 
wildlife biologist, conservationist, and wilderness 

guide finds her meaning in northern mountains and 
rivers and her purpose in protecting those places for 
future generations.

Pangman grew up in southern Ontario and Quebec, 
but fell in love with the North as a university student, 
when she landed a summer job as a photographer’s assis-
tant. Through that role she documented a surging glacier 
in Kluane National Park and many other Yukon envi-
ronments. The following summer, determined to return 
to high latitudes, she applied for a bush-cook position 
at a prospecting camp in the Mackenzie Mountains. “I 
didn’t really even know how to cook,” she confesses with 
a laugh. “And I was a vegetarian at the time, and this gig 
was all meat and potatoes.”

But Pangman had the motivation to master such cook-
ing. The faster she whipped up daily meals for a dozen 
hungry geologists, the more time she had to play and 
wander. “Six hours of hiking every day if I timed things 
right,” she says. “This was the first time in my life being 
immersed in wild country for months on end, with no 
roads, no civilization. I just completely fell in love with 
that place and that kind of experience.”

A year later, she returned to the same company as a 
prospector. Hiking was no longer just a break from work; 
it was part of her job. “I’d get dropped off on top of some 
mountain in the morning, picked up in the valley by the 
end of the day, and in between I’d hike and hammer at 
rocks.” On one level, this was bliss with a paycheque. 
However, Pangman was leery about what those rock sam-
ples might prompt, namely the loss of the very wilderness 
she loved. “It struck me that if I happened to find min-
erals that led to mining developments in that incredible 
country, I would never forgive myself.”

The work made her appreciate just how precious  
and vulnerable the wild country is in the North. It also 
helped fund her biology degree, setting her up for a 
lifetime of working to keep similar wildernesses intact. 
Whether as current vice-president of the Wilderness 
Tourism Association of the Yukon or former president of 
the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society Yukon, Pang-
man has remained a passionate advocate for conservation 
in the North.

“For me, wilderness is the way the world is supposed to 
be. Clean water, ecosystems without eyesores.” And with 

that outer landscape, she notes, comes a deeper recognition 
of our place in the scheme of things. “Wilderness reminds 
us that we’re not in control here; whereas, in society and 
urban areas we’re given the opposite impression. As we 
get more and more urbanized, intact wilderness becomes 
more and more precious, but there’s a smaller and smaller 
percentage of humanity that has actually experienced it. 
So they might not see the value of protecting it.”

To remedy this, Pangman began guiding people into 
wild country herself, and eventually she and Joyce Majis-
ki—a fellow Yukon-based guide and artist—started 
their own guiding company, Sila Sojourns, which offers 
all-women trips with a soulful, creative twist. Sila is an 
Inuit word that signifies the life essence of all things and 
also a Sanskrit word referring to moral conduct and living 
in harmony with the natural world. As such, the word 
reflects the philosophy of the company. “We wanted to 
offer trips with a bit of a slower pace and more downtime 
for art, writing, yoga, or singing. It’s not just about seeing 
the Yukon or having an adventure; it’s not about thrills 
and spills. Tapping into our creative selves in a wild place 
is transformative.”

While Majiski left the company to pursue art full-
time, Pangman is celebrating the 25th anniversary of Sila 
Sojourns, which continues to fill a unique niche in the 
territory. “For some women, the outdoor life is something 
their male partner or male friends might be more com-
fortable with, so they don’t feel as empowered on their 
own,” she says. “Being immersed in a wild, beautiful place 
with other women, in a sense, gives permission. It allows 
you to feel your own wildness, your own sense of con-
nection to the world, and the beauty you’re surrounded 
by helps you recognize what’s beautiful about yourself.”

In an ideal Yukon, Pangman would like to see “lots of 
wild country still.” The irony of bringing this vision to life 
is that it requires spending time in civilization making 
a case for conservation. Combine that advocacy work 
with guiding trips, as well as raising a family, and Pang-
man hasn’t had as much time as she’d like for sustained, 
unstructured immersion in the wild, like she enjoyed in 
her earliest northern forays. She describes how her father, 
an Olympic skier inducted into the Canadian Ski Hall of 
Fame, confessed near the end of his life that he wished 
he’d spent more time skiing. Pangman can sympathize.

“My sole regret in life will probably be that I didn’t 
spend more time in the wild,” she says with a grin, “but 
can you ever spend enough?” Y

Jill Pangman: Wild By Nature
NORTHERN ADVENTURERS
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Calling Judy Currelly adventurous is like calling Atlin Lake 
blue—it’s too obvious a descriptor; too lacking in nuance 
and soul. The acclaimed painter and bush pilot probably 

has a better word for the colour of the water she’s about to use as 
a runway, but she’s busy turning her Piper Super Cruiser in slow 
circles to warm up the engine, so I don’t ask. A few minutes later 
she pushes the throttle, accelerating the floatplane along a ramp of 
waves, and we’re off.

Born and raised in Ontario, Currelly came to the Yukon in 1972 
to spend a summer in a cabin on Frances Lake. She’d just com-
pleted art college and had never been north or west before, but 
quickly suspected she couldn’t stay long enough. Back in Ontario 
that fall, she applied for (and received) a grant to return to Frances 
Lake to live solo and paint from freeze-up to breakup.

“As soon as I settled in, I realized that all the ideas I came north 
with needed to be discarded. Even the books I’d brought with 
me—on art, philosophy, and religion—weren’t interesting to me 
there,” she says. “I wanted to read about how to cut a hole in the 
ice to get water or how to sharpen a chainsaw.”

In between learning the basics of bush life, Currelly painted 
with abandon, lost track of time, and got to know her neighbours: 
the ravens, moose, and local wolf pack she saw daily while snow-
shoeing with her two dogs. “I wanted to experience what it was like 
to be completely responsible for myself, completely present,” she 
recalls. “I had this almost selfish need for a one-on-one with that 
world. Part of me wanted to stay there and live that way forever.”

Painting compelled her to eventually leave. “I had some sort of 
misguided, earnest notion that I had a responsibility to share my 
art,” she says with a laugh. The transition back to warmer weather 
and the human world was jarring. “When the ice started to crack 
in the spring, and the trees started to drip, and the wind started 
to blow, the whole world got so loud. The energy of that frenetic 
opening up really affected me. I wanted my peace and quiet back.”

She left just long enough to put together an art exhibition in 
Ontario and plan her next wilderness sojourn, namely building a 
log cabin on the shores of Tussles Lake near the Yukon and N.W.T. 
border, a place so remote it was only reachable by air. “I decided I’d 
better learn how to fly.”

Currelly trained as a pilot out of practicality, but flying soon 
became her passion. “One of the things I loved about learning 
to fly was how real it was, how precise and consequential. After 
years of concentrating on painting in college—all those lectures 
and late-night talks about unanswerable questions—flying was so 
down to earth.”

She felt at home in the sky, navigating over rugged terrain in 
what she fondly describes as a craft “made out of matchsticks.” 

“You feel so tiny, but also a part of things. I never feel like I’m 
pushing my way through the world in an airplane. I’m at the mercy 
of larger forces, the winds, and the mountains,” Currelly says. “It’s 
one of the things I love about small planes. You really feel the air 
the same way you feel rapids in a canoe.”

Working as a commercial bush pilot throughout the Yukon, 
northern British Columbia, and the N.W.T. not only funded her 

art, but also transformed it. “Flying has given me such a different 
perspective, and I don’t just mean visually. I mean the hours and 
hours of being able to contemplate whatever landscape I was in—
mountains and valleys, glaciers, and tundra. I’d think about all 
the creatures and people that must have lived and died there, and I 
knew I needed to paint not just the land but its bones, its history, 
its depths.”

Such obsessions are apparent in her art. She’s not a traditional 
landscape or wildlife artist who renders detailed replicas of the 
untamed on canvas. Instead, Currelly peels back the geography of 
a place to reveal its ghosts and fossils, its many weathers, its capac-
ity for endurance and renewal. Bears, ravens, and caribou make 
frequent appearances in her paintings, which often span multiple 
plywood panels.

The accolades soon piled up, including prestigious gallery 
showings, acquisitions by major collections, and grants from arts 
councils—all the success an artist could hope for. Currelly kept 
a home on Salt Spring Island, where she painted all winter in her 
studio, and another home in Atlin, B.C., where she spent summers 
working as a bush pilot. “Nobody up here knew I was a painter, 
and nobody down there knew I was a pilot,” she says.

One flying assignment involved taking a photographer on a two-
month journey from the Yukon to Baffin and Ellesmere islands. 
Currelly flew home solo in her single-engine plane and translated 
the vastness and variety of the Arctic into a 12-panel painting. 
Earlier in her career, she helped with grizzly-bear surveys, which 
involved cruising above the tundra to spot a bear, calling in a heli-
copter to dart it, and landing nearby so the biologist flying with 
Currelly could collar the animal. 

“I’ve sat in the tundra with a grizzly bear’s head on my knees, 
my hands in her curly hair, with her looking right at me, but she 
was paralyzed.” The grizzly study was part of a government-funded 
initiative to determine trophy-hunting quotas. “I can still smell 
the bears,” she muses a little sadly. “They smelled like tundra, little 
evergreen bits and pieces.”

If flying has exposed her to some of the harshness of the world, 
art has served as an antidote to despair. “I really do wonder, How 
can one live a life that doesn’t have painting or writing or some kind 
of art in it? I can’t imagine it,” she says. “It’s my whole reason for 
being, the thing that sustains me, gives me hope and joy.”

An airplane is a venue for exploration of a very different sort. “If 
I do a sketch and decide to make a painting from it, and the paint-
ing turns out exactly as planned, it’s a complete failure,” Currelly 
explains. “But with flying, you definitely want to get where you 
planned to go. And you’d like to get there while you still have gas.”

We loop back toward Atlin, past crevasses pooled with turquoise 
on the Juneau Icefield and goats grazing on mountaintops. I find 
myself wishing I could follow Currelly wherever she goes into a 
painting, but I’ll have to settle for this kind of flight. As the plane 
touches down on the water, smooth as a brush to canvas, I hardly 
notice the transition from one world to the next. Y

Judy Currelly: Sky Traveller
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